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Ask us about effective, affordable advertising with Tool & Die Zine.
Zine

Mission Statement

Tool & Die Magazine is a publication meant to provide recognition to many of the great bands of today that perform week after week in live venues and
do not get the attention or publicity they deserve.
Tool & Die Magazine’s intent is to cover the many areas of our Rock-n-Roll culture, from the music, bands and fans, to the motorsports, including street
machines, dirt sports, and the people who build, drive, race and show them.
Artists, food, drinks, humor and beautiful women are a part of the Rock-n-Roll culture and all will be included in Tool & Die Magazine.
Who, until now, has had the balls to show this lifestyle to everyone else?
Tool & Die Magazine!!!
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Contributors

PO Box 1001, Brewerton, NY 13029
Please feel free to send us an article, photo, joke, interview or more.
Content is subject to editing.
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Gator McNuggets

Gator McNuggets
Gotta love what you
do…

By HOP

Gotta love what you do…

So, I’m watching TV the other
day and this documentary show
is on about alligators called Gator 911. I’m fascinated by these
prehistoric creatures and watch
as many Discovery Channel, Nat
Geo and Animal Planet shows
on alligators and crocodiles as
possible, much to Cyn’s dismay.
Anyway, these 2 gators are dug
into the side of this muddy bank
and these Alligator Rescuers (or
whatever they are called) have
to get them out and moved to
another location. Three guys go
down there and one of them lies
down in the mud and sticks his
head in the hole to see where
they are. First off, you wouldn’t
catch me sticking MY head someplace where it could be bitten
off, but hey, whatever! He tells
his partners he see’s a tail of one
and the head of the other and he
is going for the tail. He crawls
into the hole up to his waist; his
partners knew just what to do.
He grabs the tail and yells to the
other guys to pull; they each grab
one of his legs and yank him out
along with this four foot gator.
Now mind you, a four-footer
may not seem like much at first
glance, but damn they still have a
www.ToolandDieZie.com

This is probably the
time when you are saying to yourself, “Self,
why the hell is he telling
us this story?” Well, it is because the camera guys interviewed this mud covered lunatic who crawled into
the hole after these gators. And what he said really
hit home. He knows that what he does could get him
killed, but, he loves doing it. He couldn’t imagine doing any other job. I then realized, “Wow, he could
lose a body part or be eaten, but he’s doing what he
wants to do in life and is happy. He is a lucky guy”.

lot of teeth! So,
they drag out
the guy and the
gator and get
this little gator
wrapped up
for safe transport. Now he
has to go back
for the other
gator which
happens to
not only be
facing him,
which is the
more dangerous end of a gator, but is much larger. His
plan is to crawl in just far enough to lasso
a rope around the gator and drag ‘em out

Airboat ride St
Johns River, FL
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Well, I have the privilege
of taking over this issue’s Fore
Word, but rest assured, Chuck
will be back to amuse us with
his wit and wisdom in the next
issue.

that way. Unfortunately, this requires crawling in even
further to where basically only his feet stick out. He gets
it without being chomped, scurries out, then four more
guys show up and the seven of them proceed to have
a “tug-o-war” in the mud with this gator, which turned
out to be
about seven feet long, and
really did not want to come
out of that hole. Eventually the men win out and
this gator is also wrapped
up and moved out.
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Gigi’s CD Reviews

Metal Progression

Metal Progression

Gigi Reviews NJ’s Spider Rockets
By Gigi Gautier

by Will K of Crows Cage
By

Will K of Crows Cage

by
Gigi Gautier
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To play this scale you start at the 3rd fret on the low E string with your index finger. You are starting on the ROOT note.
The ROOT is
G.
The second note is
A, played with your middle finger.
The third note is
B, played with your pinky finger.
The fourth note is
C
The fifth note is
D
The sixth note is
E
The seventh note is
F#
The eighth note is
G, which is 1 octave above where we started.
TRIADS consist of 3 notes.
The G MAJOR TRIAD consists of the ROOT, THIRD, and FIFTH notes of the G major scale.
In other words, the G MAJOR TRIAD is made up of these 3 notes: G, B, D.
Figure 2 shows the G MAJOR TRIAD. Figure 3 shows the G MAJOR CHORD.
It would seem that there are more notes in the G CHORD than there are in the G TRIAD.
But not really! There are actually only 3 notes in the G CHORD! The high strings are simply
repeating the same notes as the TRIAD at higher octaves.
Alright freaks, I’ve given you plenty to chew on, so that’s it for this issue. Next time we’ll take
a look at the MINOR triad!
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Fig 3 - G Major Chord
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Questions or comments? Shoot me an email at wkehoe25@yahoo.com.
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to them that no
one can deny
is better than
most in their
difﬁcult to deﬁne hard-rock/
bordering-onmetal genre.
High points include the lilting and mouth
wateringly
complex rhythms
in “Disease” and
“Power Tripping”
and the sugar drop
that is Helena’s voice
throughout the album.
There are enough interesting
moments
on this album to give
it at least one good
listen through. Who
knows, you might really love it!
http://spiderrockets.
com/
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Fig 2 - G Major Triad

Spider Rockets latest selftitled release, recorded
at Trax East in their home
state of New Jersey with
Eric Rachel, who has produced and engineered
the likes of Allister, Atreyu,
Black Dahlia Murder,
Hatebreed, Misﬁts, and
Senses Fail, may be the
album that gets them
one step closer to their
dream. The production
quality is excellent, bordering on genius. Spider
Rockets is not an album
I would leave in regular
rotation on my iPod, but I
wouldn’t skip it if it came
on.
The tough and delightfully endearing vocals by
Helena Cos are a driving
force seconded only by
outstandingly
placed
riffs by Johnny Nap on
lead guitar, Danny DePeri on bass guitar and
rhythmic artistry by Dan
Prestup on drums. There
is nothing terribly new
that these artists bring to
the table, but they manage to combine a classic metal feel with modern elements that make
them feel like an old
shoe: really comfortable
to listen to. They border
on radio friendly on this
album, but I wouldn’t
say that too loud, because they still carry a
strong underground feel

taken at JAGFES
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For this installment of MP we’re going to tackle the “TRIAD” which is the most basic
chord.
Understanding what a triad is will really help you take control of the fretboard when it
comes to writing your own original music.
For this lesson we will be in the key of G MAJOR. Figure 1 shows the G major scale.
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Billy Martin of Dirty Speaker
Meet Billy Martin
From Dirty Speaker

the studio and set
the click track, have
the song in my head
and record the drum
track. Then immediately record the
guitar track, then
bass. I did most of
the vocals later. I’d
spend my own time
with the songs. We
recorded the music
in December ‘08/
January ’09.
We
didn’t do vocals
until July ’09. It was
perfect because by
then I really knew
what I wanted to do
vocally.

T&D-

Who are the
other three members
of Dirty Speaker?

Billy-

Billy Martin discusses his new
band and new record Secrets
You Can’t Keep.

T&D-

You’ve been known for being a
drummer for bands such as Last Season
and Devil Never Even Lived. What possessed you to write and record your new
record Secrets You Can’t Keep?

I just wanted to get my
ideas out there. Ever since I was a kid
I played guitar. In the Last Season I
contributed a ton of riffs, but that
band was very competitive in the sense
that I’d write something and someone
would shoot it down, or they’d write
something and I’d shoot it down because we were just constantly trying
to outdo each other. When that band
ended in 2005 was the time I immediately made the decision to write my
own songs. I knew Tim Wood and
Mook (More Sound, Full Volume and
the Nook Studios) would be willing to
work with me, so even before this record was made I had like thirty songs
that I had done with them but vocally
they weren’t strong enough. It was
basically like a work in progress…they
let me develop my voice, develop my
guitar playing skills, and most importantly develop my song writing to get
www.ToolandDieZie.com

T&D-

You wrote all the songs and
played most of the tracks, as well as produced the record. Was this the first thing
that you have produced?

Billy- Yeah, I think that it’s hard to
say what a producer’s roll is in it, but
I listened really to nobody in making
(the record). I gave Mook co-producer credit because he deﬁnitely helped
produce my vocals. I knew going in
what the idea was that I was going to
do, and how I wanted it to be captured,
but Mook would tell me to deliver it
better. But as far as production, everything across the board was me. I
knew it because I worked with other
engineers who recorded the demos of
these songs and nothing has changed
since then. People tried to give me
ideas, but songs are like your babies.
You don’t want anyone to mess with
them.
T&D- Did you have the songs already
mapped out in your head going in?
Billy-

My method is to do four track
demos on acoustic ﬁrst. Every song
was written on acoustic. Then go into

T&D-

Listening to the CD, the songs are

Billy-

There’s so many, but I’ve
heard comparisons of myself to Josh
Holmes of Queens of the Stone Age.
I’m not going to deny he’s an inﬂuence, but it sucks a little bit that my
voice or style sounds like him to people. All of the harmonies themselves
on the record came from listening to
Alice In Chains or even going back as
far as the Beatles. Just hearing how
they blended the vocals together.
When I was in the writing process I
wanted to get more into songs rather
than riffs so I would go listen to bands
like Led Zeppelin, the Beatles, Black
Sabbath and ZZ Top… classic bands,
to see how they wrote their songs. So
yeah, as far as my biggest inﬂuences
go I’d say Queens of the Stage Age,
Alice In Chains, STP, Sound Garden,
Led Zeppelin… a lot of the classics
that everybody knows.

T&D-

Speaker?

Where do you want to take Dirty

Billy- Obviously the music industry is in a state where it’s screwed up
right now. We just want to play, take it
one person at a time. If there are ﬁve
people or there are ﬁfty… or a hundred, as long as we’re making a mark
on somebody then our work is being
done. That’s what
drives me. Playing
drums for so long
has almost become
auto pilot for me.
But with playing
guitar and singing,
I’ve never done it
before full time
so I’m very determined as compared to my old
attitude.
Before
it was just show
up and play, now
it’s a whole other
thing. It’s cool too
because Steve and
Andy Miller come
from
hardcore
bands and Andy
Godlewski comes
from a cover band,
so everyone is
coming from different
genres,
coming together
to form this rock
band! I know we

can play, now
let’s see how people
react to it. Ideally I’d like to tour
regionally, make another record and
let it build!

T&D-

In the lay out artwork of the CD
there are references to Central New York.
Are there any personal reasons for this?

Billy- There has really only been
two Central New York bands in rock
that got big in my mind, BNS and Masters of Reality twenty years earlier…
and Masters got the fuck out of town.
Chris Goss moved to LA and started
producing Kyuss records. He left Syracuse behind which kind of sucks. Everyone that lives in this town that is a
musician deﬁnitely has an heir of mel-

ancholy that this town sucks;
it’s always a crap shoot…will people
come out tonight? I’m proud of this
town, and if the CD ever lands in the
hands of someone somewhere else
that is in a bigger position it would be
cool to have them open it up and see
that we are from Syracuse. I’m basically trying to put this city on the map
in whatever way I can!
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Billy-

it where I wanted it to be. So when it
came down to doing the record I had
like ﬁfteen songs that I wanted to do,
then picked twelve for the record.

Andy
Godlewski
plays
bass and sings
backup vocals. He’s
got a pretty big job
because every song
has backing vocals,
whether a harmony or doubled part.
Steve Caiello plays guitar. He played
with me in the Last Season… we grew
up together. We developed together as musicians. For as much as he
taught me on guitar I taught him as
much on drums. I knew he’d be on
board because he’s a cool kid that has
always wanted to lend his time. He
has pro gear, has a great ear for music and learned the stuff immediately. And both Andy and Steve recommended Andy Miller to play drums for
the band. He played with Steve in the
band Unholy. They told me that this
kid is excited and he’ll lock in. I gave
him a recording and would go out
and meet him because I didn’t even
know the kid at all. And once we got
in the practice room together it was
cool because it was like my songs are
now coming to life! And it’s a work
in progress because even though we
have this CD, I want to see what we can
do as a unit. This is a permanent band
now. We have a good comradery. It’s
not like having session guys. We are a
part of each other’s lives now. We can
go out and have a few beers together and hang out after practice rather
than just go our separate ways.

very well written. What song writers do
you admire?

www.ToolandDieZie.com

KISSology 2 Story

KISSology 2 Story
by HAM

For those that don’t know, I have a ridiculous collection of KISS on video - concerts,
TV appearances, videos, etc. To see a
complete list, check out my site - http://
www.angelfire.com/rock3/kissvideo
I made that little site so I could catalog everything I have and also so I could send it
to other people who want to trade DVDs
with me. I received an e-mail from someone in October of 2006 asking how much
I was charging for the videos. I noticed
his e-mail signature said something about
MTV. I found that suspicious since I knew
VH-1 / MTV was putting out the new
KISSology series. I thought this guy was
trying to catch me illegally selling some
videos so I wrote a short, (sort of) nasty
message back to him saying that, “I don’t
sell these videos and why would someone
at MTV be interested anyway?” About a
week later, I got another e-mail from this
guy asking about the videos. I wrote again
and told him I don’t sell them. I then got
a third e-mail that said that he was putting together KISSology Volume 2 and was
looking for a particular clip that was on my
list and asked if I would be willing to send
it to him. I checked his name and realized
it was Roger Coletti, one of the producers
of KISSology. I have no idea why I didn’t
realize who this was originally.
To make a long story short (too late now)
I ended up sending Roger and his assistant,
Chloe McPhillips, a couple of DVDs that
they were looking for. I also answered several of their questions about certain video
clips - what TV show is this from? Where
was this filmed? Etc. Roger told me that
he would send me an autographed poster
and a promotional copy of KISSology Volume 1 for my trouble, which he did. He
also said that, if my clips were to be used
www.ToolandDieZie.com

only footage of mine that they may have
used was the Largo 1979 concert (bonus
disc) that is sold at Wal-Mart. I haven’t
seen that yet, so I’m not sure if they used
my copy. Also, this concert was widely
circulated so they could’ve gotten it from
several different places.
I then bought the DVD set and was watching the credits on disc 3, waiting to see the
Eric Carr “Easter egg”, and was very surprised to see this:

So, yes, they DID thank me - and on the
same page as Eric Carr’s (Caravello) family!
How cool is that? I know many of you
might think I’m a geek (again) for getting
excited about this, but that’s OK. After being a KISS fan since the age of 5 and collecting KISS videos since 1983, it’s quite an
honor for me to be thanked in an officially
released KISS DVD set.
Brian Hamilton
The Sweathogs
www.myspace.com/thesweathogsny

Response from Roger Coletti to this post on
MySpace:
Hey,
Glad you were happy with the credit!
While we were unable to use your stuff,
you were very helpful and deserved to be
noted.
I hope you will enjoy volume three even
more! All I can tell you about it is that it
will be great quality stuff and very concert
heavy!!!!
Best,
Roger

Dirty Speaker
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(Originally posted on my MySpace blog on
August 16, 2007)

on the DVD set that I would get
my name in the credits and that I
would be invited to a “premiere
party”, if one were to happen.
So, this all sounded pretty cool
to me. By the way, I know I’m
not the only one who has these
videos. There are probably hundreds of ridiculous collectors like
myself that have the same footage. However, I probably have
more master copies of TV shows
than most people do. I taped
almost every single KISS TV
appearance since my parents
bought their first Betamax VCR
in 1983. Also, I believe the reason that Roger probably found
my list, instead of someone
else’s, was because of the fact
that I list every single clip separately. Most people will just make 2 hour
long compilations and list them as “1980
(or whatever) KISS Compilation”. So, if
someone was to do a Google search for
a particular clip that they were looking
for (like Roger did) they would be more
likely to find my list than one of another
collector.
Anyway, back to the story. After sending them 3 or 4 DVDs I suddenly stopped
hearing from them. Around Christmas
time, I sent them a “Happy Holidays” email and was sort of hinting around to see
what happened. Chloe wrote back and
said that they were unable to use any of
my video clips. I never heard from them
again. This all seemed very fishy to me. I
thought that they were going to use my
clips and just didn’t want to give me credit
for them. After all, on every interview promoting KISSology, Gene and Paul always
say how they “have everything” and that
everything comes from the “KISS Vaults”.
Well, this is just not true. They do own
most of the concerts and some of the footage, but a lot of the footage on KISSology
has either come from TV stations or fan’s
collections. For example, a couple of the
clips on Volume 1 came (indirectly) from a
friend of mine. Also, he was actually the
one who edited the audio onto the “Acrobat” 1974 footage from Long Beach, CA.
He didn’t get credit for any of these things
on the set. However, his situation was a
little different from mine because he had
a “friend” of his send those clips to KISS /
VH-1 without him knowing it, and I sent
mine in myself. Anyway, my point is that,
knowing all of this, I was concerned that I
was going to get screwed out of this deal.
So, fast forward to the summer of 2007.
KISSology Volume 2 is about to be released
and it does not contain any of the footage
I sent them (I think)! I was a little upset
and relieved at the same time. I was kind
of hoping that they would use my stuff but
also glad that they didn’t lie to me. The

by HAM
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Tales From The Duke Side

Tales From The Duke Side
We’ll Fix it in Mastering!
By David Scott Rockower

We’ll Fix it in Mastering!
Scott Rockower aka “The Duke Western”

I recently contributed some guitar
tracks to a producer friend of mine’s hip hop
project. He has great ideas and he’s collecting a lot of tools to grow his talent. He sent
me a few rough mixes via the internet of his
final mix so I could hear how the whole project was shaping up. What I heard was some
great arrangement ideas and some very talented vocalists. I also heard a lot of distortion
and “squashiness”. I asked him after the first
listen how he was mixing his project to which
he replied: “Every time I try to get the overall
level of this recording up to where it sounds as
loud as some tracks I like to listen to, it does
that”. He then asked “How do they do that?”
This brings about a need to better
understand the recording process in general.
There are three basic parts of the recording
process: Tracking, Mixing, and Mastering.
First, let’s talk about TRACKING.
Tracking is essentially, where a performer is
recorded. This is where all the pieces of the
puzzle are created, in the hopes that eventually an entire picture will be visible when they
are put together. It’s important to understand
tracking, and be able to see the destination
from the beginning. This is the part of the
recording process where ideas like “I want to
have four unison vocals on the last word of
every verse”, or “Let’s record the lead vocal
six times and choose the best performance of
each one to create one great track” are created.
This is the ditch digging of the recording process. It’s important to spend a good amount
of time getting a good basic sound right at
the source during this part of the recording
process. If it doesn’t sound good with no effects, it’s not going to sound good no matter
what you do to it later. In my mind, tracking
should be the part where you hear everything
totally dry, raw, and uncompressed with little to no equalization. Move microphones,
change strings, amps, drums and drumheads,
if it works here, it will work even better later
on when you reach for those tools. If you are
recording in the digital world as most of us
are these days, a great rule of thumb is to treat
-6db as if it were 0db to avoid any clipping.
If you record something that’s “clipping” you
will never be able to fi x it.
I recall reading a book about Nirvana where Kurt Cobain mentions while
brainstorming for the recording of In Utero
that he wanted to record Dave Grohls drums
with muffled cymbals so they could use a lot
of compressed room microphones in the final
mix without getting washed out by cymbals.
The cymbals were to be overdubbed later on
their own track. The end result was big powwww.ToolandDieZie.com

erful drum sounds driving each song, and
clean natural cymbal sounds. Once again,
it’s important to see the destination from the
beginning of the path during this part of the
recording process.
This also brings to mind another
project I produced recently for a keyboardist
who had some demo’s that he presented me
with. The first thing he wanted me to do was
replace his drum parts. After I went through
and replaced the parts, I sent him the rough
tracks, totally free of compression, reverbs or
any effects at all. After hearing the raw tracks
I sent him, he asked me “Where are the big
tom tom hits with the phaser effect on it?” “It
sounds really dry and boring.” I replied to
him, that’s something that we’re going to do
in MIXING.
Mixing is the part that often takes
the most time. In my mind, there are a lot
of fatigue and mood elements involved with
mixing a song, and it’s good to get away from
something and clear your ears for a day.
Mixing and Tracking are often
highly intertwined in the recording process.
Often a song will have many “rough” mixes
before a final mix reveals itself. It’s good to
check your mixes on lots of different sound
systems. This is the part of the recording process where we add the reverbs, phasers, delays,
equalizations etc.
When using an EQ, try cutting
things you don’t want, before you try boosting things you do want. Watch out for what I
call frequency arguments. What’s that? For
example, if you find that you can’t hear let’s
say, a lead vocal track over a rhythm guitar
track. It’s common to think that you should
simply turn up the vocal over the guitar. In
my mind it’s better to resolve the frequency
argument by using equalization and pulling
back some midrange frequencies on the guitar, thereby leaving more sonic space for the
vocal to come through. Remember, the road
is only so wide. One very common misconception I also hear a lot is between bass drum
instruments, and pitched bass instruments
(Bass guitar, bass synth etc.) While both are
“low” the pitched bass instruments typically
have a lot going on between 500 hz and 150
hz, while bass drum sounds get big around
150 hz to 80 hz. Boosting bass guitar around
here will really clutter that area. Once again
the road is only so wide.
Space! The final frontier! Let’s not
forget about panning. Panning is simply putting a track in the left or right channel and is
our way of recreating the way that we natural-

ly hear things through our left and right ears
combined. A great way to understand how
panning works is to simply close your eyes
and snap your own fingers in front of your
face as you move your hand from left to right.
When your hand is on the right of your face,
2 things happen. The sound first of all gets to
your right ear before your left ear, and second
of all is louder. Your brain interprets these
two pieces of information so that you, even
with your eyes closed, know exactly where
your finger is snapping. Panning instruments
in your song in different spots in your mix
can really bring your song to life.
Going back to my friend with the hip
hop project, mixing is also the part where we
pay attention to levels. If you find that you
have to have any of your faders over zero db,
you may want go back and turn everything
else down. Don’t worry about making sure
your song is loud, ‘cause you can always turn
it up later. Make sure your song is balanced,
dynamic, and clean.
MASTERING is the final step in the
recording process. Mastering is where your
final mix is essentially turned up, compressed
and equalized if need be. If you’re mastering
more than one song it’s also the part of the
process where the songs are put in order and
checked for consistency in overall sound, texture and levels. If you want to release your
recordings commercially, you should definitely consider bringing your project to a professional mastering facility. A pro mastering
house will have an experienced engineer who
does MASTERING ONLY.
Many programs on the market today
can master, but mastering a recording, for example, on the same speakers as it is recorded
on may not reveal problems that exist in the
recording itself.
These are the three main parts of
the recording process! Until next time keep
trackin!
www.myspace.com/thedukewestern
thebufftones@hotmail.com
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By David
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Torment the Vein

Torment the Vein
in Desperate Times
by Brandon Smith

in Desperate Times

By

Brandon Smith

BRANDON: Who are the members of Torment the Vein? Who plays what?
[Pete]
Pete Bingle (guitar/vocals),
Brad Baker (guitar), Doug Rice (bass) and
Fred Akasha (drums)
BRANDON: How did you guys meet?
[Fred] Brad and I met when I responded
to Torment the Vein’s ad for a drummer
five years ago. We knew Doug from years
of sharing the stage with Caustic, and Pete
just showed up at practice one day.
BRANDON: How do you describe your
music to someone who has never heard it?
[Fred] Modern rock with a metal edge.
BRANDON: Do you have any band rituals
before, during or after practice?
[Brad] Beer and Jagermeister.
[Doug] A nice cigar.
[Pete] Alcohol.
[Fred] I’m not really comfortable talking about it publicly, but it involves a hula
hoop, some cotton swabs and two flashlights.
BRANDON: What is your songwriting
process?
[Brad] Someone usually comes in with
a “main riff” and everyone builds around
it. We arrange the choruses, verses and
hooks. Then we record it, listen to it as a
whole, dissect it and refine it.

BRANDON: Where have your recent travels taken you?
[Fred] We’ve had a couple of lineup
changes recently, so we haven’t been able
to get around as much as we’d like. But
we’ve been to New York City, New Jersey, Connecticut, Binghamton, Buffalo,
www.ToolandDieZie.com

BRANDON: Any funny stories from the
road?
[Fred] We played a club in New Jersey. The lineup was all over the place.
There was a rockabilly band with a standup bass and cowboy hats. There was a
techno band. And then right before us,
there was a hardcore band with some serious slam-dancing fans. They were breaking beer bottles and doing backspins and
handstands on the broken glass. They
bushwhacked the crowd. [Makes slashing windmill movements with arms] People were diving for cover everywhere.
Think Godzilla movie…Utter destruction. Unsuspecting people were coming
up to the stage in the dark. If they were
lucky, someone grabbed them before they
walked into the mayhem. Then the singer
yelled, “Where’s Timmy? Timmy’s hardcore! Show ‘em how hardcore you are,
Timmy!” Five hits to the skull later, Timmy
finally broke a beer bottle over his own
head. Then he bled all over the floor until
he passed out. I don’t know if it was the
blood, the alcohol or Timmy’s concussion,
but someone threw up, probably in several
spots and possibly in some sort of vent because it seemed like the smell of vomit got
pumped through the entire club. [Spreads
arms wide] They opened the doors, but
it didn’t help. [Shakes head sadly] You
could still taste the vomit in the air. That’s
when someone decided to disinfect the
blood and vomit by dumping an entire
bottle of bleach on the floor by the stage
right as we started to play. The bleach was
burning our eyes, noses and mouths, but
somehow we could still smell the vomit.
We kept playing while everyone in the
bar, including most of the staff, ran outside
gasping for air. It was a Titanic moment.
And to add insult to injury (sorry, Timmy),
the club refused to pay us because there
weren’t enough people watching our set.
When we left, the singer of the hardcore
band was sitting on the curb watching the
ambulance take Timmy away. He looked
at us, totally serious, and said, “Why’d everybody leave?”
BRANDON: Is Torment the Vein a democracy or a dictatorship?
[Doug] Definitely a democracy. We try
to do everything as a unit. Everyone in

BRANDON: Do you use social networking? Does it help you connect with people/
fans?
[Doug] There are a lot of great social networking sites out there to take advantage
of. We use MySpace and Facebook among
others. They’re invaluable marketing tools
for bands who want to get their music
heard outside their region.
[Fred] Yeah, they’re awesome for getting your music out there — posting music,
shows and news. Plus CD Baby and other
sites make it really easy to sell your music
online, including on the social networking
sites. Of course, sites like MySpace and Facebook are also a major source of drama,
which can be good or bad depending on
how you look at it.

[Fred]

It’s really about the music. Music is always emotional, cathartic, but the
emotion is different for every person in
the band and everyone listening. We
want people to feel what they feel, not
what we think they should feel. There’s a
theme of suicide in a lot of the lyrics and
imagery, and that had a lot to do with our
former singer. You’ll probably see less of
that now, but it’s still a part of our name
and image. Now it’s more of a symbolic
nod to the musical release.
[Doug] Our music definitely comes from
a dark place, but don’t expect us come out
in black spiked leather anytime soon.

BRANDON: Is Torment the Vein the same
thing it was on Day 1? If not, what has
changed?
[Fred] Not even close. The music and
approach are always changing and evolving. We’ve had earth-shaking member
changes, so we adjust our footing. There’s
a lot of give and take. You can’t totally
change the band, but you have to adapt to
whatever styles new members bring. And
you change for lots of other reasons too.
You grow and change as people and musicians. You explore new sounds. There are

changes in the market all the time. The
music business is tough terrain to navigate.
Just when you get the lay of land, everything changes. If you want to survive and
take it to the “next level,” you have to
change too.
BRANDON: What is the “next level” to
you? Is there an obstacle between Torment
the Vein and the “next level”?
[Fred] The “next level” to us would be
taking it national and making enough to
survive while we’re doing it. We don’t
want to focus only on regional shows. We
love making original music and we want
lots of people to hear it. But right now,
it definitely costs us a lot more to make
music than we make back from it. Recordings, equipment, merch, gas, hotels, it all
adds up.
[Brad] Money is a major obstacle. Unless we can make enough playing gigs for
us and our families to live on, we have to
work. And work is obviously a huge obstacle to tours and out-of-state shows.
[Doug] Agreed! Time and money are
huge obstacles. It’s tough to find a balance
between your band life and the everyday
rat race. All regional bands would probably agree.

BRANDON: Do you spend time together
when you’re not playing music? Doing
what?
[Fred] Of course! There’s Beers of the
World and pulled pork at Brad’s house,
Balls-Out Beer Pong at my house (those
are both right up your alley, Brandon)…
plus we like to go out and see other local
bands whenever we can. There are a lot
of great original bands in the area, and it’s
a rough scene for original bands in Central
New York. Gotta go out and support ‘em
when you can, ya know? We need to do it
more ourselves. That’s the way to attract
fans to the local scene. There’s way too
much competition between bands. The
music scene is struggling at best and we
need to work together to bring it back.
BRANDON: Are there successes you’ve
shared as a band that have helped keep
you going?
[Doug] The new CD is a major success.
There were so many times in the past year
that we weren’t sure we could even keep
going. When we got our new EP, Desperate Times, done on time after AJ left the
band, it was huge. The finished product
was more than we hoped for. Matt Caustic and Jon Lamanna did a phenomenal
Continued on next page

BRANDON: Are there any bands you
would die to share the stage with?
[Fred] Dying is a little further than we’d
like to go, but I think there’s a few we
wouldn’t mind getting seriously maimed
for. I’d love to play a show with Korn.
[Doug] For me, it’s gotta be Marilyn
Manson
[Pete] Deftones
[Brad]
Hmmm, Killswitch Engage or
Lamb of God…both?
BRANDON: Which gets Torment the Vein
the most for a gig- $100 or all you can
drink? (Add ‘em up)
[Fred] A year or two ago, the $100 definitely would have been more, but now we
have more drinkers in the band so we better do the math. First of all, are we getting
free drinks for the female entourage? If
so, they average double what the guys can
drink. Also, are we basing the cost of alcohol on store prices? Or bar prices? Cost
per drink in a store would only be about
0.8333 cents, but cost per drink in a bar is
more like $2.75 - $5.50. Figure in a dollar
tip for each trip to the bar. So if the value
of pi is 3.14...Carry the nine…
[Pete] Drinks.
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BRANDON: How often are you playing
out?
[Doug] We took off about four months
to finish our new CD and to find a new
singer. We’re just starting to get back out
there, and right now, we’re playing four to
five shows a month.

Rochester, Watertown and the CantonPotsdam area.

this band has a say with every issue, no
matter how big or small it is. We have
a band partnership agreement that makes
everything really clear, including the voting process. I think it helps to ensure everyone is an equal partner.

BRANDON: Is it just about music? Or an
emotion? Does your band have a message?

www.ToolandDieZie.com

Torment the Vein
continued
job. We’re really proud of this CD, and it’s a
really unique addition to the regional scene.
[Fred] A new album, a new song, a good
show, every face in the crowd, they all keep
us going. For most bands there are a lot more
obstacles than successes — we’re no exception.
You have to take your victories whenever you
can get them.
BRANDON: When you’re on the road, what
things can’t you live without?
[Brad] Food, gas…and Red Bull.
[Doug] I’m a diva. I need hair products, razors,
deodorant and someplace to iron my shirts.
[Pete] My iPod and some alcohol.

[Fred]

See my personal rider. It clearly states
that I need one hula hoop, a box of cotton
swabs (Q-tip or similar), and two flashlights.

T&D: Thank you guys! And if you have never

www.ToolandDieZie.com
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seen Torment the Vein, they are definitely worth
going to see, awesome music and great performers. Checkout their new EP Desperate Times
at www.tormentthevein.com, www.myspace.
com/tormentthevein or find them on FaceBook
under Torment-The-Vein.
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Fred Akasha

Fred Akasha
By Kevin Dean

by

Kevin Dean

I regret that, although I have seen and heard Torment the Vein on numerous occasions,
this is the first time I took the time to put the headphones on and dig into their recordings. This is good stuff! Fred has a cool approach to drumming, I don’t mean cool
like The Fonz, I mean relaxed. He’s not whacking a tent stake with an iron mallet, he’s
playing music. Great music!

Visit http://tormentthevein.com
for more information about Torment the Vein.

Gear:
Sticks – ProMark 747
Heads – Evans EC2
Cymbals – Sabian
Fred Akasha is endorsed
by Precision Drums

Fred‛s drum and

cymbal setup

Fred suggested a couple tunes that
are his absolute favorite to play
live. They are notated below:

Key:

The drum parts have sense and sensibility. In his own
words, “For the most part, I don’t really consider myself
a “fill” kind of drummer. I try to only accent what everyone else in the band is doing at any particular point in
the song.” For a guy who doesn’t consider himself a “fill”
kind of drummer, he sure has some unique ways of “filling’ the gaps. Smooth set ups and tasteful space set the
pace for the TTV sound.

Fred Live at The
Redhouse {left}

www.ToolandDieZie.com

Fred‛s DrumStarWear Sponsor Pic

I like the way Fred chooses to hit only the ride and splash cymbals on the downbeat
instead of the traditional kick/cymbal combination that you would normally expect.
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There is a subtle trickery in this beat’s design. While avoiding the typical 2 and 4 snare
beats, Fred lands on 2 in the last measure setting up two groups of unexpected triplets.
I especially like the 32nd note triplets (kick) leading into the 1/8 note triplets on the
snare and floor tom.

www.ToolandDieZie.com

JAGFEST
Writen by Hop and others

3 different stages checking out the bands.
So other than the bands I already knew
and heard before, such as Bone Jar and
Stonewall (whose set I missed, dammit!),
and of course Augustine and Brand New
Sin, I had an opportunity to watch some
of the bands that have been in past issues
of Tool & Die. On stage 2 which is
where the T&D table was, I watched Mercury Wings, a somewhat new band that
I was impressed with, Roadhorse was
there, interviewed in T&D issue 11, and

Tool & Die was
invited to be a part
of it as a sponsor and
it was a privilege to
have done so. Held
at the Artist Development Complex,
there were approximately 40 bands
scheduled to play
divided amongst 3
stages within the
same building. A
logistical nightmare
in its own right, not
considering some
of the other challenges
Murphy’s
Law would bring;
like just before starting the elevator gets
stuck for over an
Our T&D Table, photo by Hop. Stop by to say “hi”!
hour between the 1st
and 2nd ﬂoors, with
one of the stage managers in it! Overall, Vinny from Roadhorse pulled up out front
it was a well run operation, there are just on the Roadhorse bike that was featured
some things you cannot plan for!
in T&D issue 10. Whiskey Chapel was
We traveled out there early Saturday another memorable band, Spider Rockets
morning with the band Augustine, who played and you’ll be seeing an interview
was to play at 1:30pm then drive back with them in a future issue. Then there
home for a gig that night in Syracuse. We was Craig’s band Fuel of War playing on
arrive just about 11am, and things were stage 1, I had to check them out and they
starting to get busy as bands were arriving absolutely rocked!
from all over. Chuck and Brand New Sin It was good meeting so many musicians
had driven out the day before and played and others throughout the day, getting to
Friday night elsewhere in Mass., so they know a little about them and/or their bands
show up at the venue shortly after we and spreading the word of the Tool &
did. Music started around 12:30 and went Die Zine. Since there was so much
nonstop on all 3 stages till well after mid- going on and no way to keep up with evnight. Cyn was a trooper spending most erything, I asked for some input from a
of her day manning the Tool & Die ta- few people that were there. Here is what
ble while Chuck and I bounced around the they said:
www.ToolandDieZie.com

www.myspace.com/roadhorse1
We had a fun time playing. Dirtnap are really great people to work with, good venue & sound as well. Ok, there could have
been a bigger turnout this year but still;
lots of bands, lots of talent and we were
happy to be a part of it. I also personally
enjoyed being able to ride my scoot to the
gig; which doesn’t happen very often cuz
I usually drive the band van!

Tim Cabral, Bassist, Mercury Wings:

www.myspace.com/mercurywings
Jagfest was deﬁnitely a great opportunity
for us (Mercury Wings). We got to perform in front of a great crowd and gain
some new contacts. We played on stage
2 alongside awesome bands like Whiskey
Chapel, Kobra Kai and Dangerous Toys.
Also we were able to get a live recording
of our set and a video interview. Both
the music video and interview
will appear on the Jagfest 2010
DVD.
I think we left a good mark on
Jagfest. It was a fun show and
I hope we are able to be a part
of it next year as well.

Josh, Fuel Of War, Lead guitar:

www.myspace.com/fuelofwarmetal
Jagfest was an excellent experience for us
as a band coming up in the ranks of Massachusetts Metal. The crowd was one of
the best we have had in quite a while and
gave off tons of energy for us and we gave
just as much back. It was a fantastic
event for meeting new people not
only fans but also in a business sense
as well. We as a whole enjoy giving
back to our respective communities,
so it was a great feeling to give back
by participating in Jagfest 2010 and
we would do it again in a heartbeat.

Craig Gaumond

om Myspace

os “borrowed” fr

o by Angie Sant

phot
Mercury Wings

Ozzy, Bone Jar:

www.bonejar.com
Jagfest was a great event with
a great cause, supporting animals in need of care and a
scholarship fund inspired by a
brother who had passed away.
The trip was long but the visit
was well worth it. The event
space (Artist Development
Complex) was amazing with 3
different sized bar areas and we
played in the largest of the three
that could hold a couple thousand people.
The building was perfect for such an event
which was holding different genres in different areas of the complex.
As for the highlights, well networking was
the best part in which we got to mingle
with a lot of other bands and some famous
names in the rock industry. Local bands
we were able to connect with as well some
larger ones including Murder League All
Stars and some members of Shadows Fall
that have a sweet cover band Cobra Kai.
Craig, the event coordinator, was great and
the experience was amazing. Thanks to
all of our new friends and fans that made
the event what is was. It was deﬁnitely a
noteworthy experience.

RoadHorse photo “borrowed” from Myspace

Augustine photo by Cyn
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April 3rd was a busy day for the small town
of Southbridge, Massachusetts. This was
the date of the 6th annual JAGFEST put
on by Craig Gaumond and the crew from
Dirtnap Entertainment. T&D issue 11
had an article by Chuck about JAGFEST
and what it’s all about. It is a charity
event, so please check the article out if
you missed it and support JAGFEST in
the future.

Vinny from Roadhorse:

www.ToolandDieZie.com

“Don’t Be Scared,
It’s Only Vinyl.”

Don’t Be Scared, It’s Only
Vinyl.
By Sam

by Sam

In June 2009, vinyl records made
their way back to their rightful
place in radio, ﬁlling the demographic void left in this more modern age. ‘The Wax Museum” airs
every Sunday from 7pm to 9pm
on 95.3 WVOA Love Radio, and is
hosted by one of the most talented musicians in Central New York,
Ronnie “Dark” Lauback. Alongside
him on the air is John “The Commander” Walsh and Ally Street.
The show can also be accessed
online at www.WVOAradio.com/
listenonline and reaches listeners
in California, West Virginia, Florida,
Ohio, Illinois and beyond.

Sam: What would you say
tends to be the demographic that
calls into the show?

Ron:

15 to late 50’s

Sam: I know a lot

about Ronnie, John, can you tell me about
you?

John: Well Ron and I met a few
years back through record collecting. I was introduced to him by another friend who is a record collector. We’ve become close friends. I
think we’ve known each other for
4 or 5 years now. When Ron initially
got the show he was very excited
and talked to me about coming
out. After a couple weeks I just became a ﬁxture on the air with him.

Ron:

Tool & Die page 24

Sam: Explain to me the chain
of command. I don’t know much
about radio. How did this become
a radio show?
www.ToolandDieZie.com

John:

I think that the straw that
stirs the whole drink is the people
at WVOA. They’re online with
what we do. They are wonderful
people here.

Ron:

They give us a free hand.
It’s family here, this is what radio
stations were like and it’s nice to
see this kinda place still exists.

Sam:

What do you think

needs to be done to rejuvenate
local radio? Is there anything that
could be done?

Ron:

The best way to give them
the message is to not tune in. It’s

that simple. When they get their
ratings and realize people are not
listening and people are not buying from their sponsors. By the
way, all my sponsors are doing
great business, doing advertizing
with me is really paying off. So, if
people are not listening to radio
and are not buying products then
they are going to have to change
radio. They just kinda give you a
hint. Imagine an entire pie and
they only give you a slice. That’s
all you get. Here’s the pie with all
the music and it looks so tasty. You
just wanna dig in and just absorb
all of it, but they’re just gonna give
you this little tiny piece. A little bit
of Led Zeppelin, a little bit of this, a
little bit of that, and that’s all you’re
gonna get and that’s all they’re
gonna play. So what we do is we
say “have the whole pie, come on
in the studio and share it with us,
literally.”

John: I think in the Syracuse/CNY
area, we have what, 120,000 people in Syracuse itself? For the most

part as a smaller city, I think morning radio is the only ones that do
anything around here. What we
need is a few more music stores.
So that people have a broader
picture to choose from.

Ron:

We have one great record
store and that’s Sound Garden. It
is the 1 great record store in town.
But when you go to Rochester
there are 5 great record stores.
The 2 record sponsors I have, one
is in Pulaski and the other is out in
Utica. But, you have to get on the
thruway and do a little driving to
get there.

T&D:
John!

A big thanks to Ron and

Be sure to tune into the Wax Museum, Sunday nights at 7pm, broadcast on 95.3 FM WVOA and on the
internet @ www.wvoaradio.com/
listenonline

nyl that has not ever been found.

Ron: Especially a lot of the 45s,
the garage bands. Originally it
(the show) was going to be called
“Out of the Garage”, cause I am
Sam: Why vinyl?
a big garage band fanatic. 60’s
groups and 60’s teenagers that
John: It’s the ﬁdelity of it. It sounds were inﬂuenced by the Beatles
great. When I was out with my sur- and the Stones, that played sloppy,
gery and listening at home I could unapologetic rock and roll. They
tell when Ron played CD’s instead were proud of it and didn’t know
of vinyl. The vinyl is so much crisper any better. To them it was just rock
and stout sounding.
and roll. After thinking about that
for a while I realized that I would
Ron: Sometimes you have to limit myself. It would get really
look into the past to ﬁgure out boring just playing one genre bewhat is going to happen in the cause I like so many different styles
future. On vinyl records there are of rock. The ‘Wax Museum’ soundso many great rock bands. Back ed so much better because it imthen all the radio stations played plied so many different wings with
vinyl, that’s what radio was. Even so many places you could go. Like
when I ﬁrst started playing they still a real museum. There’s not just
played vinyl, not much but a little one hall, there’s many halls. Pretty
bit.
much the only thing I wouldn’t play
on the show is Rap music.
John: Tonight Ron previewed
some songs going into the break Sam: What is the usual prothat he was going to play and gramming like on WVOA?
we had someone call up and say
“Oh, you are going to play that!?! I Ron: During the week they do
can’t wait!” It really makes us hap- a lot of Christian Rock/ religious
py when people call in cause they music. On weekends it is paid prohear something they haven’t heard gramming. Which means you pay
in years. It’s probably something for air time and broadcast whatthat you cannot ﬁnd on compact ever you like. There are a bunch
disc. With the advent of the whole of Polish programs like the Bob
audience, there is stuff that’s on vi- Holz radio show. There’s an Italian
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Right away I had John in
mind, he didn’t know it. I kept it a
secret but I already had John in
mind because we’re more than just
record collecting buddies, we’ve
kind of transcended that whole
thing, we’re buddy buddies.

Ron: I am employed by
another show as an engineer and I lobbied the
Wax Museum to the people who run WVOA. They
really liked it, they liked
the idea and we settled
on a price. I basically
pay for the air time and I
started digging up sponsors. Once I got all that
together and got the ﬁrst
few weeks in, I went to
John I said “Hey, Come
down and check out
the show.” His rapport on
the air, I always thought, was very
good. When he became ‘The
Commander” is when I just said it
off the cuff during the ﬁrst show.

show...there’s a lot of variety. We
are the only rock show. I’m actually glad for that cause I think that
is what makes us stick out. I know
people say “What a weird station
to be on.”, but you know what? It’s
the only station in town that has 2
turn tables and a microphone and
lets us do what we want to do.

www.ToolandDieZie.com

What Happened Last Night?

What happened last
night?
(Tales from the morning after)
Written By Bone

(Tales From the Morning After)

Written By

Bone

Due to the overwhelming response, I’m in the process of sifting though and editing all the submissions from those who wrote in. Until
I sort out the good from the bad from the ugly, I’ll go against my own rule, and post two more quick stories to buy some time.

~Metal that frees the soul, and makes the body sore~
Another road story from the good

We arrive, and are greeted by a friendly and cordial staff. We quickly load in,
grab a beer and head up to our “dressing room”. Yeah...a dressing room. No
star on the door, just a modest sized
closet upstairs from the bar. We spent
our time before the show hanging in
the upstairs hideout with beer and
many homemade compilation tapes.
This was 1990, and Brian’s brother Jeff
Mann wanted to turn us on to some
new heavy shit he was listening to at
the time. We wanted to hear DK, Black
Flag, G.B.H., ‘fits, anything fast to get
us jacked up for the show. It turned
out to be the first time I had heard Nirvana’s Bleach, and early Soundgarden.
Heavy? Yes, fast? Not so much...we
listened for a few tunes then went back
to the fast shit. I love the heavy, but
need the speed. Every once in awhile
we would venture downstairs to grab
a brew and see if the sound guy had
any requests for us. At some point we
sound checked and I noticed that a few
regulars were already trickling in. The
stage was big, and at least 4-5 ft. tall
and there was a ton of room on the
sides for the other band to store their
gear. I was packing up my bass, when
a couple of guys came up to us and
www.ToolandDieZie.com

were very enthusiastic about meeting
us and seeing us play. They insisted I
meet their friend (I don’t remember his
name), so we walked over to the bar
and met him. He was all decked out
in the ‘metal uniform’ and cool as hell.
He was in a wheelchair, and had no
use of his legs. This never came up,
because we were to busy talking metal,
and they were curious about our band
- and quite frankly, no one gave a shit.
Apparently they had heard of us, and
were eager to thrash with the ‘slaughter boys.
We went on second (I think) and the
joint was a-hoppin! The folks that
came to that bar were so supportive
of all the bands, even us city-slickers
from Syracuse. Just before we went
on, one of the guys we had met earlier
asked if they could wheel their boy to
the side of the stage so he could see
the show better - like I said, the stage
had to have been 4-5ft high, and I
imagine it’s hard to get a good angle
if you’re bound to a wheelchair. I said
‘of course you can, let me clear some
of the equipment out of the way...’ I
had the perfect buzz going and all the
planets were aligned, so a lot of the
show is a blur. About half way through
the show, one of his buddies got my
attention, and asked if it was ok to
lift their friend on stage, chair and all.
We were all was having so much fun,
so I said “f*ck yeah!”, and I lowered
my mike so he could sing along. The
stage was so big that the other guys in
the band weren’t aware of what was
transpiring on stage left. All I know is
we started the next song and before I
had any idea what was going on, I see

two guys come up on stage, grab their
friend out of the wheelchair, and toss
him into the crowd! I looked at Mike,
our singer, and the look on his face said
it all - total shock and disbelief. They
grabbed him under his arms and did
the old, 1...2...3 - toss. Apparently a
few more of his friends were in front
ready to catch him, and they did. It
seemed like the whole thing happened
in slow motion. After he was caught
in mid-air, his friends spun him around
and held him up while he continued to
headbang. I must have had the biggest
smile on my face. I remember when
he turned around, I stopped playing
for a minute and cheered him - it was
funny…two adults fist-banging in each
other’s faces as hard as we could. It
was the most wonderful, amazing moment I’ve ever been privy to whilst in
a band.

it was like to play with Joe, and I think
I can give you a good idea with this
anecdote.
Joeys’ a recovering alcoholic, so we
never drank at practice, and practice
was in his basement. It was the summer of 1994, and we rehearsed Monday though Friday from 12pm until at
least 6-6:30pm (sometimes Saturdays
as well). It was brutal hot, sober and
work, work, work. Joey would go upstairs for a few hours at a time while
Darin, Scott and I worked on new
songs. Joey was on a tea kick at the
time – you name it, Snapple, Arizona,
Lipton, hot tea, sun tea, whatever. One
particular hot day, Joey came down
and asks us if we want some tea (it was
rare that he would offer us anything
- so we would bring our own drinks).
We were dry, so Scott and I said sure.
He motioned for us to come upstairs,
we followed him into the kitchen,
where he filled two coffee cups with
tap water, nuked them both and took
out one tea bag from the cupboard.

This is no lie; he dipped the
teabag in the first cup 3 quick
times, and then dipped the
same bag into the second cup
3 quick times. Then set the
bag on the side of the sink to
be used again later. Scott and
I looked at each other, and
politely drank the ‘tea’. I can
still taste it…discolored hot
water...on a warm summer’s
day. We drank it, thanked
Joe, and headed back downstairs for another 4 hrs. of
rock.
“I Am The Law!”
Feel free to email me with your
contributions at
JohnnyRamone1234@yahoo.com.

Come to find out later he was the bars’
“Paulie” - he went to every show, everyone knew him, and he was a friggin’ character and a half. It was so inspiring - this guy didn’t let his handicap
stop him from living his life exactly the
way he chose. Unfortunately, I never
saw those guys again, but their passion
for music and optimism towards life is
something I’ll never forget.

There are a million and one stories I

could tell about my time in Joey Belladonna’s first solo project, but I’ll leave
the real juicy tales for my auto biography.
This is a quick “who gives a shit” type
of story. People have asked me what
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ol’ days - Mannslaughter goes to
Rome. We played a place called Colemans 3 or 4 times, and each time was
a blast. I can easily say the trips to
Colemans were the best times we had
on the “road” (barring an impromptu
autograph session in Buffalo). This was
the first or second time we had been
there (the time line is starting to get a
bit foggy), and we were on a roll.

~Frugal is as frugal does starring Belladonna~
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An interview by Chuck
own little niche. It
deﬁnitely has its
beneﬁts
though.
It‛s a very picky
place to be…people
are very particular
about their music.

How long
have
you
guys
been around, and
what’s the band’s
history?

T&D-

Eric-

Jackson
(bass), Alex (drums)
and myself (guitar
and vocals) started
when we were like
ﬁfteen, around nine
years ago. We were
called Paranoid back
then. We just kept
doing it for like six
or seven years. My
older brother Char-

Truman Highway is a Boston band
that kicks serious ass! The ﬁrst
time I saw them was at a show
that BNS had played with them
in late 2009 in Southbridge, Mass.
From the ﬁrst song I was an instant
fan. BNS played late that evening, starting at 1am. They hung
around until the end of our set
(which is rare since many bands
pack up and leave). We all partied at the nearest motel until
daylight and have been great
friends ever since.

Eric, your band Truman
Highway is from downtown Boston. Is it difﬁcult being a band
from Boston, or is the area an asset to the band?

ley was playing guitar at the time for a
band called Breeding
Ground out of Brockton, MA. Their singer
left the band to join
Diecast. Around that
same time Paranoid
was going through
some down time. So
Charley and myself
started talking about
having him play guitar with us and then
start the band from
scratch.

T&D-

I think for our style of music over the years it‛s been kind of
difﬁcult. A lot of what‛s going on
in Boston right now are hardcore
bands, punk, and even some thrash
bands are starting to get pretty
popular. I mean there are so many
bands that it‛s hard to make your
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Eric- Pretty awesome! We have another brother too so
we were always close
and would all hang out
anyway. It‛s just cool

being on stage and looking over
and seeing my older brother playing next to me. I always looked up
to him so it‛s fun to hang around
with him all the time now. It would
be great to go on tour
with him!
Interviewed
by
Chuck

T&Dway?

What is Truman High-

in our living room. Alex is using
an electronic drum set. Charley
and I use a Line 6 UX2 processor, so that we can run our guitars
through that into a laptop then
into a mixing board. Jackson uses
his bass combo amp. Then we all
go through the mixing board out
to speakers. It‛s pretty cool because we can all use headphones if
we want and or practice to a click
track. It really helps us point out
mistakes. You can‛t hide anything!
And it keeps the neighbors happy.

Eric-

It‛s a road behind me and
Charley‛s house. Jackson lives up
the road from us and it runs parallel to his road. We all grew up
there so we thought it would be a
cool name. It‛s kind of funny because the street sign says Truman
Parkway, but the town lingo is Truman Highway.

T&D- Can you explain the
band’s practice situation because it’s rather unique?
Eric-

Yeah…basically we practice

T&D- What’s the reason for
jamming this way?
Eric- We don‛t make a lot of
money, so it‛s difﬁcult to afford
a space. We were sharing a room
with other bands but scheduling
rehearsal was hard, and sharing a
room gets crowded. We like the
results of our current situation.
Seeing you guys perform live, one of the ﬁ rst notice-

T&D-

able things that set
you guys apart from
other bands is that
neither you nor Charley play guitar with
a pick. This is amazing for any style of
music, but especially
with your songs since
there is a lot of double picking rhythms
and solos. Can you
tell me about this
technique?

Eric- It was always a
comfort thing. When
we ﬁrst started playing we both tried using picks but it was
just not comfortable.
Charley started playing before me and just
never liked using picks.
Then he moved out
and I started learning
on my own and it was
the same for me...I
just couldn‛t adapt to
a pick. Even stranger
is that we each play

with a completely different
ﬁnger technique…we hold
our ﬁngers much different
to “pick” the strings.

You guys have
new music up on your
website, YouTube and
MySpace. Can you talk
about that?

T&D-

Eric- Yeah, we needed a
demo because the last time
we recorded was like seven
years ago. Fans would come
up and ask for music and
we didn‛t have anything to
give them. We heard music
from a band that recorded
with Pete Reckgo (?) and
loved what we heard. We
had a little bit of money
set aside to record. In
the ﬁrst session it was so
comfortable, you could tell
that he knew what he was
doing. He liked our style
of music and brought the
best of our abilities out.

T&D- One of the three songs is
titled “Woot”. What in the hell is
a Woot?!
Eric- [laughs] It was a working title. We were going to try to change
it but we were like, “I don‛t think
we can change it now”. In the song
it does that pinch harmonic sound
like a high “woot woot”. Then after
listening to the song we noticed
the groove has a low “woo woo”. So
it stuck! We probably should have
changed it, but it grew on us and
now it feels good. We are too attached to it to change it now!
www.trumanhighway.com
w w w. my s pace.co m/t r u m a n highway
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Eric-

T&DYou and
Charley are brothers.
How does that work
out as far as also being band mates?

Boston’s Truman Highway

www.ToolandDieZie.com

Band LOGO Ads

~

$5 per issue

Get your band’s logo in the Tool & Die Zine!

Truman
Highway
is

Eric Lyons - Vocals, Guitar
Charlie Lyons - Lead Guitar
Alex Betancourt - Drums
www.ToolandDieZie.com
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Jackson Burnes - Bass

ALL bands welcome, any music style!

We’ll put in a business card equivilant size logo with a click-able link to your band’s web site or other web page.
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Chaos Is Born…

Chaos Is Born....
By Hop

By Hop

Down on Long Island, near the big
city, is a bike shop called Chaos Cycle,
owned and operated by George Stinsman. I became aware of Chaos Cycle
from an
online discussion
forum called Club
Chopper ((www.
C l u b C h o p p e r.
com), where his
com
personal ride was
recently voted
the March 2010
“Chopper of the
Month”. So I
got to thinking
that it’s time to
find out a bit
more about this
Chaos
Cycle
and the man
behind
the
screen name.

Hop: What got you into bikes to begin
with?
Chaos: I messed around with mopeds and scooters from the age of 14
and at the age of 18 I bought my first
full size bike, a Kawi ZX6-R. From
there I was into road-racing for a while
and even tried my hand at stunting.
But I’d always wanted to build a bike
so I built one in my parent’s garage and
modified a few of my friends’ bikes for
them. People seemed to like what I
was doing so I opened up Chaos Cycle
5 yrs ago.

www.ToolandDieZie.com

Hop: How many bikes have you completed so far?
Chaos: We’ve turned out over 20
different bikes.
Hop: How long does a typical build
take you?
Chaos: A build takes anywhere from
3 months to a year, it depends mostly
on the customer.
Hop: How did you learn the ins and
outs of building bikes?
Chaos: I grew up around hotrods
and muscle cars and worked at a number of shops soaking up any knowl-

edge a grey beard would offer. And
I always had my nose buried in bike
mags and manuals.
Hop: How do you feel about the
current state of the bike industry and
where it’s headed?
Chaos: Great question, it seems to
me the fad is gone, all that is left are
real bikers. The guys in the industry
who were trying to be rockstars have
moved on to the next big thing and
most of what you have left are the real
deal, modest builders. What’s more is
the fad has placed the seeds in the next
generation, which I look forward to.

Without order nothing can survive,
Without chaos nothing can evolve.

Hop: What would your dream bike be
and would you build it yourself?
Chaos: The bike of my
dreams would be the next
bike I build for myself, no
handcuffs just straight creativity from my head (and
dreams) and no one else!
You can find George and
Chaos Cycle at:
1425 Montauk Highway
Mastic, NY 11950-2916
(631) 714-4101
www.chaoscycle.com
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Hop: George,
tell us a little bit
about your shop ‘Chaos Cycle’?
Chaos: We are a full service shop
that will do from ground up builds to
oil changes. A true old school, mom
and pop shop; when you walk in you
will be greeted by my wife and partner, Dee, and may even see one of our
two kids running around (driving me
mad).
Hop:
How did the name come
about?
Chaos: I came up with the name
because my life has always been chaos, constant running around, always
something in the works. Also, I refuse
to use the word chopper in my name,
it seems very played and except for the
originals, most shops with chopper in
the name seem to be glory hounds.

Hop: What do you currently have
(personal ride) and what are some of
your past bikes, both stock and custom?
Chaos: My personal ride right now
is a bike named the ‘Quarter Whore’.
It’s built to give a stripped down, drag
bike feel, with endless details. It was all
done in house by Chaos Cycle.
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Dumpster Diving
With Bone & Heidi

I was on a quest to find the smallest eatery in Onondaga County.
I’ve wondered, how small can a
business be and still be able to stay
afloat. When it comes to restaurants, you have a lot of overhead,
which leads me to believe that you
have to sell the steak AND the
sizzle, and anything else that isn’t
nailed down just to pay the bills.
I was leaving the Byrne Dairy in
Lysander one day and noticed a
small white building next to a large
house. At first it looked like an addition or garage, until I pulled out
of the parking lot and saw one of
those portable signs (with the generic bendable plastic letters, that
blow away with a strong wind)
advertising unique food pairings.
The sign read “Lasagna soup / Fat
burger / Sausage Zuke” (the latter
sounded like a bad porn name). I
think I just stumbled upon possibly the smallest food dive in Upstate NY…
Clark’s.
Heidi and I make plans to meet there on
a Saturday for lunch. My preconceived
notion was that we’d walk in, and there’d
be an old, brash waitress with a cigarette
dangling from her mouth with ashes falling into the food and on the floor. I was
sure the inside was worn and unkempt,
and I figured we would have less than a
dozen options to choose from. Looking
at the place from the outside, there is no
way it could hold anymore than 10-12
patrons, and it looked like it could use a
coat of paint. Heidi was running late so
I waited in the “parking lot” built for 5
cars, for almost an hour. The only car in
the lot had been there before I pulled in…
it was there while I waited, through our
(almost) hour lunch, and was still there
when we left. The folks who drove that
car were in Clark’s for at least 3 hours…
what should we do on a blustery winter
day in February in the town of Lysander?
“Let’s spend the day at Clark’s...”
Heidi finally arrives, and I tell her I’m a
little scared of what we are walking into,
she replies “I’m not - let’s go!” We walk
in, and one foot in the door and your right
in the middle of the place. The only thing
www.ToolandDieZie.com

between the howling winds and the food
was a thin door. Every time it was opened
a gust of frigid air blew though the place.
It wasn’t a big deal because we sat ourselves at a table that was right in line with
a huge heater that hung from the ceiling
- so despite the cold day, we and our food
never got cold.
Before we sat, there’s is a counter area that
runs from the door to the left side of the
building. It could seat 4 people comfortably. We didn’t know if they were gonna
seat us or not, so we asked the only employee - she said “order here, then seat
yourself, and we will bring your food out
to your table.” She was a young red-haired
girl who was very nice, but a bit shy. I ordered the haddock platter with fries, and
Heidi went for the light lunch item of a
BLT with a side of fries as well. We were
both shocked at how nice and cozy this
place was. We instantly took a liking to it.
There were six tables for 2-4 people and
one large table along the back wall for 6+
people. Everything was new and spotless,
the counter looked like it had just been
put in a week ago, and the tables were so
clean you could eat off them. The menu
was written on 3 large chalkboards, and
there had to have been at least 150 different items along with homemade muffins,

cookies and cakes. Nothing fancy, but it managed
to blow my pre-conceived notions out of the
water. The red-haired
girl disappeared into the
kitchen and reappeared
less than 7 minutes later,
with the biggest piece of
haddock I’d ever seen.
On the contrary, Heidi’s
BLT was small enough to
make it into The Guinness Book of Worlds Records. No complaints
though - everything was
delicious, and for having
fried fish, and fried potatoes, surprisingly light.
The breading was a light
brown, and the fries were
perfect. You can tell
they change the oil on a
regular basis (kudos for
that).
When she served us she
told us to help ourselves
to the drinks, and motioned over to an enormous 2 door cooler with
cans of Coke products,
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With Bone & Heidi

and bottled water. A can of soda
for a buck - that’s a first. Red came
and went within 15 seconds, and
we never saw her or anyone
for the last 45 minutes we
were there. Well…there
was an old woman who
wandered out from the
back to thumb through a
newspaper for a second,
then disappeared.
The
food was served on a lunch
tray with paper plates and
plastic knives and forks
- and one napkin each (I
assume they’re watching every
penny). When we were done, we
put our soda cans in a cardboard
tray labeled “empty returnables”,
and the food tray underneath.
The total was $18.36, and even
though there was a tip jar at the
register, we honestly forget to
leave a tip…so we owe double
next time.
We were so charmed by this
place, that when we have time
for lunch from now on we are
going to Clarks’ instead of The
B’ville Diner - which is a few miles down
the road. We will definitely be going back
again and again...at least until the novelty
wears off.
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